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INTRODUCTION

THE DISMANTLING
OF HUNGARY’S
ASYLUM PROCESS

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimates that nearly 20 people are displaced every minute by war, persecution, or violence. In recent years, the Syrian refugee crisis alone has displaced more than 11 million people. Many refugees from Syria, Afghanistan, and elsewhere have attempted harrowing sea and land journeys to reach the European Union (EU). Among European states, Hungary’s response to this crisis has been the most extreme and punishing. Beginning in 2015, Hungary responded to its refugee crisis by building border walls, criminalizing asylum-seekers, and carrying out an anti-immigrant public relations campaign. By 2018, the country had severely limited access to asylum. Only two asylum-seekers per working day are permitted into Hungary—approximately 10 people per week.

In 2015, Hungary instituted a series of changes to its asylum law and practices, justifying them as a response to a “crisis due to mass immigration.” These changes included the use of military personnel and police at the border, expedited removal procedures, limiting judicial review of asylum decisions, and criminalizing those who entered the country outside of an authorized border point. Since 2015, the Hungarian government has responded to the Syrian refugee crisis by severely restricting asylum access. Consistently, between 4,000 to 5,000 asylum-seekers are stranded in Serbia waiting to enter Hungary’s transit zones, where they are then detained throughout their asylum process.

Hungary has come under scrutiny by both the UNHCR and the European Commission for failing to uphold international and EU laws granting safeguards to asylum-seekers. In 2016, the UNHCR condemned a series of rights violations in Hungary, in particular:

- **Detaining asylum-seekers** in transit zones and asylum detention centers

- **Denying asylum-seekers access to Hungarian territory, denying asylum, and declaring that migrants should have sought protections at a different “safe country” along their journey**, e.g., claiming Serbia as a safe third country

- **Criminalizing irregular entry.** UNHCR notes that making irregular entry into the country a criminal act as a deterrent for asylum-seeking is a violation of international law.
U.S. PATH TO DISMANTLING ASYLUM

Hungary’s anti-immigrant policies have been brutally effective. They exemplify how nationalist politics in Europe can limit access to protection for refugees and asylum-seekers. But they also offer a cautionary tale for the state of civil rights and human rights in the United States, where harsh anti-immigrant policies and practices are mirroring—and in certain cases exceeding—many of the deliberate steps that Hungary took to dismantle its refugee and asylum protections.

The United States and Hungary are arguably very different nations. Hungary is relatively small, is not a historic destination for immigration, and is part of the larger European Union. The United States is the top destination for immigrants in the world—with 1/5 of the world’s immigrants living in the United States in 2017. In spite of their differences, Hungary and the United States have seen similar nationalist and anti-immigrant surges in recent years, including the rise of the anti-refugee Fidesz ruling party and the election of Donald Trump, who allies himself with anti-immigrant and nationalist leaders in Europe, including Hungary’s Prime Minister Viktor Orbán.7

FOUR STEPS THAT DISMANTLE ASYLUM

The Hungarian Helsinki Committee,8 a human rights organization supporting refugees in Budapest, has identified four steps the government has taken to dismantle the asylum system there:

1. Asylum-seekers are denied access
2. Asylum-seekers receive hostile conditions when they arrive
3. The government removes safeguards for asylum-seekers
4. The government obstructs the integration of refugees

As the following comparison shows, the United States is steadily progressing down a path to destroying its asylum system.
### IN HUNGARY

#### ACCESS DENIED AT THE SERBIAN BORDER

Between 2015 and 2017, Hungary limited asylum access dramatically. In 2015, 177,135 people applied for asylum. In 2016, 29,432 applications were submitted. In 2017, however, only 3,397 asylum-seekers were able to apply. In 2017, only 106 applicants received refugee status and 1,100 were granted a subsidiary protection status. More than 69% were rejected. In 2017, Hungary rejected 70% of Afghans, 74% of Iraqis, and 60% of Syrians, despite the recognized refugee crises in their regions. Hungary’s 30% asylum recognition rate trailed the EU average of 46.4% in 2017.

In 2015, Hungary built a 325-mile fence along its border with Serbia to keep asylum-seekers out of the country and made unauthorized entry across the fence grounds for immediate prosecution and deportation. As of March 2017, asylum applications could only be processed in “transit zones” at the Hungarian border fence.

In 2016, the Syrian refugee crisis driving an increase in asylum-seekers attempting to enter Hungary was used to justify enlisting Hungarian police to patrol the border zones. Hungary also enlisted international police from Germany and elsewhere in the EU to carry out “flexible” border operations. Hungarian police are now obliged to automatically push back asylum-seekers apprehended within the borders of Hungary or who cross the fence at undesignated points. Between July 2016 and August 2017, 14,438 people were pushed back to the external side of the fence.
from within Hungary and an additional 18,334 were prevented from crossing the fence. Human rights organizations note that these confrontations have often been violent.\textsuperscript{14} Despite the fact that most of these people came from war-torn regions, they have been denied the right to apply for international protections.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{IN THE UNITED STATES}

\textbf{ACCESS DENIED AT THE SOUTHERN BORDER}

The United States currently has approximately 700 miles of border fence along the U.S.-Mexico border.\textsuperscript{16} There are 48 “legal” points of entry along a border that stretches almost 2,000 miles. Entry at any other place along that border is a misdemeanor offense that can carry fines and six months of jail time.

American Immigration Council and Human Rights First have reported on, and filed lawsuits against, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) agents turning asylum-seekers away at points of entry.\textsuperscript{17} Recent reports indicate that this is a growing practice.\textsuperscript{18} More recently, CBP has begun a new tactic—making asylum-seekers wait on the Mexican side of the border for days or weeks.\textsuperscript{19} In 2018, when 200 members of a “caravan” of asylum-seekers, many from Honduras, reached the United States border at Tijuana, CBP used a play from Hungary’s playbook and allowed only handfulls of people to cross per day, claiming that the entry point was “full.”\textsuperscript{20}

Disturbingly, President Trump signaled his personal interest in following Hungary’s lead in denying the due process rights of people entering the country outside of a legal entry point. In a series of tweets on June 24, 2018, he called border-crossers “invaders” and wrote that they should be deported without a trial.\textsuperscript{21}

\textbf{CRIMINALIZATION OF ASYLUM SEEKING}

The U.S. government has responded to the crisis of asylum-seekers, especially from the Northern Triangle of Central America (El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala), not with compassion, but with tools to address what it views as “illegal immigration.” Officials from the U.S. Departments of Justice (DOJ) and Homeland Security (DHS) now routinely refer to asylum-seekers as people exploiting a “loophole” when, in fact, it is a well-established matter of both international and U.S. law.
In May 2018, the Trump administration announced its plans to prosecute all parents who cross the border outside ports of entry with “illegal entry,” and separate families, even if they are seeking asylum. This created an exponential rise in the number of children who were taken from their parents and detained as “unaccompanied minors.” By mid-June 2018, DHS reported it had separated more than 2,000 children from their family members in the preceding six weeks. Parents have been deported without their children and without knowledge of their children’s whereabouts or care. The United Nations called upon the United States to immediately stop this practice, which is a violation of international law. According to the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, separating families in this way, ”amounts to arbitrary and unlawful interference in family life, and is a serious violation of the rights of the child.”

After immense public outcry, on June 20, 2018, President Trump signed an executive order the administration claims halts the practice of separating families, however it leaves ample room for the practice to continue and contains no provisions for the reunification of thousands of children already impacted. On June 26, 2018, a federal judge issued a nationwide injunction ordering an end to most family separations and reunification of those separated within 30 days. Yet, there is no workable plan in place to carry out these reunifications.

The administration’s treatment of separated and unaccompanied minors shows that one of its goals is limiting their ability to successfully apply for asylum. Children—even infants and toddlers—in these situations are left to make their own plea for asylum. Just as Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) shelters are filling with children separated from their parents, the administration announced that it is also cutting a program that funded legal services for children there. Some immigrants have reported that immigration officers told them they would be reunited with their children if they gave up their asylum case and signed a voluntary deportation order. On June 23, 2018, DHS issued a “fact sheet” that purports to lay out the steps for reuniting families and is heavily weighted toward reunification for the purpose of removing both parent and child from the United States. In late June, Vox reported that DOJ has drafted a regulation that would deny asylum to anyone who is convicted of unauthorized border crossing. This is in direct conflict with U.S. asylum law, which states that people may apply for asylum “whether or not at a designated port of arrival,” and will undoubtedly be challenged in court.
REFUGEES DENIED ENTRY

In addition to these border practices, the Trump administration has instituted a range of policies to deny access to refugees. Most of the refugees impacted by these policies are people who have already undergone a multi-year refugee resettlement application including ample vetting and are simply waiting for transport and admittance into the United States. Most infamous of these policies is the “Muslim Ban” in its various forms, which denies access to the United States for any travelers from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen—all majority-Muslim countries. The order specifically suspended the U.S. refugee program for 120 days and the admission of Syrian refugees indefinitely. In a controversial split decision, on June 26, 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the ban, ruling that it was within presidential power to exclude immigrants based on nationality.

In addition to the highly-publicized executive order, the Trump administration has taken a more bureaucratic route to drastically limiting refugee admissions to the United States. Only 13,501 refugees were admitted to the United States during the first seven and a half months of fiscal year 2018. In 2016, the Obama administration admitted some 84,000 refugees. The Trump administration has accomplished this quiet stalling of refugee admissions largely through bureaucratic means—not employing enough refugee officers, requiring re-screening of applicants, and other policies seeking to obstruct successful immigrant efforts. These procedures, paired with the disputed “Muslim Ban” have resulted in a drastic reduction in the number of Muslim refugees—in FY2016, 38,900 Muslim refugees entered the United States; as of April in FY2018, only 2,107 Muslim refugees have been admitted—a 95% decrease.

These procedures, paired with the disputed “Muslim Ban” have resulted in a drastic reduction in the number of Muslim refugees.

*As of May 2018 Source: New York Times
IN HUNGARY
POOR CONDITIONS IN TRANSIT CAMPS

Beginning in 2016, detention of asylum-seekers became the rule in Hungary, rather than a “last resort.” By 2017, 96% of all asylum-seekers were held in detention. Asylum-seekers are detained in transit zones indefinitely until they receive asylum or subsidiary protections and are only then permitted to cross into Hungary.

The Hungarian Helsinki Committee notes that there is systemic neglect in the transit zones—especially gender-based vulnerabilities. Asylum-seekers are held in shipping containers with five beds to a room. There are no special accommodations for vulnerable individuals including women, gay, or trans asylum-seekers. Specialized medical care is not available. Two to three police officers escort pregnant women to nearby hospitals and stay during examinations. Psychosocial support is insufficient, especially considering many women and girls are torture and trauma survivors. There is insufficient language interpretation services that make it difficult for vulnerable groups to access care. Finally, children between 14 and 18 are detained in the transit zones in violation of international law.

IN THE UNITED STATES
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION ABUSES

While we have not witnessed violent pushbacks of immigrants in an organized way, there is ample evidence of deadly systemic practices by CBP, including a recent
fatal shooting. On May 23, 2018, a young Guatemalan immigrant woman, Claudia Gomez Gonzales, was gunned down by a CBP officer near the U.S.-Mexico border in the United States. No More Deaths, a faith-based humanitarian aid organization in Arizona devoted to ending the senseless deaths of migrants along the U.S.-Mexico border, has documented CBP practices including deadly chase tactics and the destruction of humanitarian aid that point to a willingness to cause harm to immigrants attempting to cross the border.

After they are arrested by CBP, immigrants are brought to short term detention centers that have been called “hieleras” or “iceboxes,” due to their frigid temperatures. Families are often separated in these facilities, immigrants are held in dirty, cold group cells. A recent report by the American Civil Liberties Union and the International Human Rights Clinic at the University of Chicago Law School, based on 30,000 pages of documents obtained through Freedom of Information Act requests, exposes abuse and neglect of detained children by CBP.

ABUSE IN IMMIGRATION DETENTION

The United States has the largest immigration detention regime in the world. At any time, approximately 40,000 immigrants, including families and children, are held in immigration detention in the United States. Detained immigrants face widespread and systemic abuse, including well-documented sexual abuse, medical abuse and neglect, labor exploitation, and a host of humiliating practices.

DETENTION OF FAMILIES AND CHILDREN

In the summer of 2014, news media reported on a so-called “surge” of asylum-seekers at the U.S.-Mexico border, many of them from the Northern Triangle. That year saw a 77% increase in apprehensions of unaccompanied minors and a 361% increase in apprehensions of family units along the southern U.S. border. Soon after the 2014 “surge,” the Obama administration revived and then expanded a defunct George W. Bush-era program of family detention with the specific intention of warehousing Central American mothers and children. The federal courts have consistently found the practice of family detention to be in violation of the 1997 Flores settlement, which disallows the detention of immigrant children for more than 20 days, and Obama himself halted the practice in 2009. Still, the administration chose to reintroduce family detention in 2014.

The June 2018 executive order purportedly ending family separation also signaled the administration’s next move, in particular, a policy of indefinitely detaining immigrant families, including asylum-seekers, in family detention facilities and exemption from the Flores settlement. The administration appears poised to imprison immigrant families and unaccompanied minors in tent camps housing between 12,000-20,000 on military bases along the southern U.S. border.
IN HUNGARY
REMOVAL OF SAFEGUARDS

Hungary designated Serbia a "safe third country," meaning that asylum-seekers who pass through Serbia could be returned there to seek asylum. This resulted in quasi-automatic rejection of more than 99% of asylum claims from fall 2015 until May 2016. Human rights groups and UNHCR have censured Hungary for this designation, warning that Serbia is not a safe country.44

Hungary’s 2015 asylum law set out a new accelerated procedure for asylum claims that calls upon the Immigration and Asylum Office to pass an asylum decision within 15 days.45 The asylum-seeker then has only three days to appeal that decision and the onus is on them to show that protections were not available in that country.

IN THE UNITED STATES
ATTEMPTS TO DESIGNATE MEXICO “SAFE THIRD COUNTRY”

In the spring of 2018, Mexico and the United States were in the process of discussing an agreement that would [formally or informally] designate Mexico a safe third country—allowing the United States to deny asylum to those who crossed through Mexico on their journey to the border.46 Human rights groups warn that Mexico should not be considered a safe third country and that such a designation could leave asylum-seekers victims of kidnapping, sexual assault, disappearance, and other grave threats.47
EXPEDITED REMOVAL, ROCKET DOCKETS, AND LIMITS TO ASYLUM APPEALS

Increasingly over the last decade, asylum-seekers from Central America have been placed in “expedited removal” proceedings that prioritize their cases and their deportation. After the creation of “expedited removal,” all immigrants apprehended within certain parameters can be summarily deported to their country of origin, without any court proceeding. The only exception is for those who express fear of persecution to CBP, or who qualify for a handful of similar protections. Unfortunately, CBP’s failure to adequately screen apprehended individuals who legitimately fear persecution in their home countries is well-documented. Furthermore, in March 2018, Attorney General Jeff Sessions vacated a 2014 precedent that had entitled asylum-seekers to an appeal hearing or the right to clarify aspects of a case. This might allow judges to deport asylum-seekers without a court hearing.

The U.S. government signaled its intention to carry out the near-summary removal of Central American arrivals in the summer of 2014 by placing Central American mothers and children onto priority dockets in removal proceedings. Termed “rocket dockets” by concerned advocates, these fast-track proceedings leave asylum-seekers, especially unaccompanied children, without sufficient time to prepare their cases, process the traumatic experiences they were fleeing, or acquire pro bono counsel. In some cases, hearings are scheduled so hastily that families do not receive notice of their court dates until after the date has passed. Central American mothers and children are still placed ahead of other individuals on the hearing calendar and the Trump administration has further expedited asylum hearings by prioritizing asylum applications filed in the past 21 days and requiring asylum judges to resolve 700 cases per year (three per day).

REMOVAL OF SAFEGUARDS FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN

The administration is now implementing new policy shifts that would drastically restrict access to asylum, especially for women and children. Attorney General Sessions has personally intervened in an asylum case involving an El Salvadoran woman who was beaten and raped by her husband. On Monday, June 11, 2018, Sessions issued a decision in this case, Matter of A-B-, which overturned a precedent recognizing domestic violence as a legitimate basis for an asylum claim. This ruling is likely to have far-reaching implications for survivors of domestic abuse and other asylum-seekers fleeing persecution by non-state actors, such as armed groups and organized criminal networks.

The White House is also considering changes in how it processes unaccompanied minors. The administration has expressed support for legislation that would eliminate provisions under the 2008 Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act (TVPRA), which are designed to protect children from human trafficking. Currently under TVPRA, unaccompanied minors from non-contiguous countries are not vulnerable to expedited removal. The House SAFE Act of 2017-18 would eliminate these protections. The Trump administration has referred to these protections as a “loophole.”
IN HUNGARY

Since June 2016, the Hungarian state has withdrawn all funding from refugee integration, leaving even those who do get refugee or subsidiary protection at great risk for destitution and homelessness.57

Now, civil service organizations (CSOs) are almost solely responsible for services like housing and employment assistance, language services, or family reunification.

This bill that criminalizes “facilitating illegal immigration” was passed into law on June 20, 2018 and went into effect July 1, 2018.

“STOP SOROS ACT”

In February 2018, the Hungarian parliament considered three related bills that would severely restrict the ability of CSOs to provide support to immigrants or to function independently from the government.58 The bills proposed new regulations, including a national security clearance and a special government permit for organizations that “support migration.”59

In May, this was revised into an even harsher bill that would threaten aid workers with jail time for acts as simple as offering legal advice leaflets or aid to asylum-seekers.60 Parliamentarians claim that the law is limited to assisting migrants who...
do not qualify for asylum, but this distinction cannot be implemented. As Timea Kovacs of the Hungarian Helsinki Committee notes, “Everybody has the right to seek asylum, it’s for the courts to decide if their claim is valid. All I do is help people understand their rights.”

On June 20, 2018, a bill that criminalizes “facilitating illegal immigration” was officially passed into law and went into effect on July 1, 2018. An upcoming tax law is expected to require organizations to pay a tax of 25% on any foreign funding that would “support migration.” It may hobble not only the last remaining direct services to refugees, but also monitoring, advocacy, and legal support services.

IN THE UNITED STATES
CUTS TO ASYLUM AND REFUGEE SERVICES

In 2018, the federal government announced the suspension of a number of programs that provided legal support to immigrants. First, it defunded the Legal Orientation Program, a pilot program meant to provide immigrants in detention with access to information about their rights. In May 2018, the administration informed legal services providers that it would no longer fund the program that had provided legal representation to unaccompanied minors released from ORR custody. This is a clear attempt to make unaccompanied children more vulnerable to deportation.

In 2018, the administration announced that it would decrease State Department funding that goes to refugee resettlement agencies—CSOs that in the United States carry out the integration process and services for refugees. This cut was ostensibly in alignment with the drastic reduction of refugees admitted to the United States this fiscal year. If funding stays low or is completely cut, it will be increasingly difficult to rebuild the refugee support system even under a new administration.

CRIMINAL CHARGES AGAINST NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION (NGO) WORKERS

While no U.S. law has been proposed or passed that rises to the level of what the Hungarian parliament passed on June 20, 2018, there have been concerning prosecutions of humanitarian workers, who provide life-saving aid to undocumented migrants. In Tucson, Ariz., nine members of No More Deaths have been charged with various crimes and misdemeanors, primarily relating to leaving water out in the desert to ensure migrants do not die of thirst. After exposing that members of CPB were slashing open the bottles and putting lives at risk, their volunteers were prosecuted. Charges include littering, abandonment of property, and bringing in and harboring undocumented immigrants.
When Prime Minister Orbán and the Fidesz ruling party began circulating anti-immigrant propaganda in Hungary some eight years ago, many did not take them seriously. Yet, within a few years, the country has effectively dismantled its asylum system and criminalized humanitarian assistance. Even now, approximately 4,000 asylum-seekers wait outside two entry-points along Hungary’s fenced border for permission to enter an asylum claim. Each week, only 10 individuals are allowed in. Once they pass into Hungary, almost all asylum-seekers, save children under 14, are held in detention while their asylum claims are processed so rapidly that claims are difficult to make. The vast majority are rejected. Even those fortunate enough to receive protection find that the government provides no services for integration into Hungarian society. And now, the government is threatening CSOs, the last bastion for legal, integration, or humanitarian support.

Hungary is a small country with a different geo-political position than the United States. As part of the EU, it has obligations which it is currently failing to meet. It is not upholding its own responsibilities to take in asylum-seekers, who then must move on to other member states. Hungary is in violation of not only EU law, but the solidarity mechanisms that bind the EU together. Additionally, its policies may lead to mimicry in other nations along the EU border, exacerbating the situation and further harming individuals fleeing violence. Other states have shown similar interest in limiting asylum. In Poland, for instance, asylum recognition rates are at an EU low of 12%, and nationalists in other EU countries seek to do what Hungary has done.

The United States is making its way quite quickly along the path Hungary took to dismantling its asylum system. For example, in recent policy to separate families, the United States has shown itself willing to go to extreme lengths and dismiss international law and decency to deter asylum-seekers. As advocates for asylum-seeking families reported, hundreds of families had already been separated before the “zero tolerance” policy went into effect in May 2018. It then took weeks for attention and outrage to build, not reaching saturation until six weeks into the program. By that time 2,000 additional children had been separated. Lawmakers, media, and the general public seemed unwilling to take the threat seriously until well after the damage was done.

Rather than a race to the bottom to see how harshly states can respond to the world refugee crisis, the United States should take the experience of Hungary as a cautionary tale to wake up, take anti-immigrant rhetoric and threats seriously, and stop the descent down the path to fully dismantling asylum.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES

In light of Hungary’s example, it becomes clear that many of the policies described in this report cannot be understood as reforms or steps to close “loopholes.” We must view these assaults on the asylum system as what they are: steps down a path that could holistically dismantle historic and well-established asylum law in the United States. We must rebuild our asylum system and uphold our responsibility as a place of refuge for those seeking protection.

We must view these assaults on the asylum system as what they are: steps down a path that could holistically dismantle historic and well-established asylum law.
We offer the following recommendations for congressional action and grassroots advocacy efforts.

**Remove barriers and deterrents to asylum-seeking and refugee resettlement**

- Decriminalize unauthorized border crossing and the provision of humanitarian aid to immigrants
- End detention of asylum-seekers and utilize cost-effective, community-based alternatives to detention, in accordance with the *Flores Settlement*
- Ensure the integrity of the asylum process, regardless of where an asylum-seeker enters the United States
- End U.S. Customs and Border Protection pushbacks of asylum-seekers
- Cease prosecutions and detention of asylum-seekers for illegal entry

**Immediately rebuild and fully fund refugee resettlement programs**

**Provide robust asylum protections, especially for vulnerable groups including women, children, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and intersex individuals**

- End expedited removal and ensure due-process protections for immigrants
- Establish broad, positive asylum protections for survivors of domestic violence and violence by non-state actors
- Fund legal services programs that support asylum-seekers, especially unaccompanied minors

**Reject attempts to designate Mexico a “safe third country”**

**Congress must design and implement policies and practices requiring robust systems of reporting and oversight over the Departments of Homeland Security and Justice to combat abuse and pass into law solutions to protect immigrants’ human rights.**
In this report, “refugee” is used to designate someone fleeing violence or per-secution in their home country. It is also used to identify those who have un-dergone a refugee resettlement process and are awaiting resettlement. UN Refugee Agency, Figures at a Glance, http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/figures-at-a-glance.html; Mercy Corps, Quick Facts: What You Need to Know about the Syria Crisis, https://www.mercycorps.org/articles/iraq-jordan-lebanon-syria-turkey/quick-facts-what-you-need-know-about-syria-crisis.

2 In this report, asylum-seeker is used to describe someone fleeing persecution or violence in their home country who arrives at either the Hungarian or US border to seek protections. International, U.S., and E.U. laws all uphold the rights to come to the border to seek asylum.

3 Hungarian Helsinki Committee (HHC) phone interview, June 25, 2018.


8 Hungarian Helsinki Committee, https://www.helsinki.hu/en/


12 Amnesty, Stranded Hope, 9.


15 HHC, Two Years After, 3.


33 HHC, Two Years After, 8.


45 HHC, Country Report: Hungary, 45-46; HHC, Two Years After, 5.
57 HHC, Two Years After, 10.